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Figure S1 Cyclic performance of Si-S full cell using lithiated bare porous Si as anode and S-C-G as cathode in 

the voltage window of 1.2-2.7 V (vs. Li/Li+) at current density of 0.1 C. The electrolyte is LITFSI electrolyte 

(1 M LITFSI in DME/DOL, 1:1 by volume, with addition of 5% LiNO3). The specific capacity of the Si-S full 

cell is calculated based on the mass of sulfur.  

 

EDS and XPS analyses of the reaction product of Si wafers and polysulfides electrolyte 

We have carried out EDS and XPS measurements to analyze the reaction product of Si wafers and 

polysulfides electrolyte. In the experiment, one piece of bare Si wafer was immersed in polysulfides electrolyte 
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for 12 h. The wafer was then washed with DME/DOL and dried in Ar-protected environment before 

characterization. Figure S2a shows the EDS spectrum of the Si wafer after reaction with polysulfides 

electrolyte, in which Si, S, and O signals are clearly resolved. Compared with the EDS spectrum of a bare Si 

wafer (Figure S2b), where only a peak corresponding to Si is observed, the presence of S signal in Figure S2a 

confirms the reaction between the Si wafer and polysulfides electrolyte, which results in the formation of 

complex Si-S compound. For comparison, we prepared a “polysulfides electrolyte sample” by dropping 

polysulfides electrolyte onto a Cu foil and dried it in vacuum oven so that the solutes in the electrolyte would 

be left on the Cu foil for EDS measurement. Compared with the EDS spectrum of pure polysulfides electrolyte 

(Figure S2c), the absence of F, N, and C signals in Figure S2a confirms that the polysulfides electrolyte is 

completely washed away from the Si wafer so that the S signal in Figure S2a is from the reaction product of Si 

wafer and polysulfides electrolyte. The O content in the electrolyte based on EDS spectrum (Figure S2c) is 

28.3%, which is higher than 14.9% calculated based on chemical formulas of the solutes in the electrolyte. The 

excess O is believed to result from the oxidation of polysulfides during sample transferring process from the 

Ar-protected environment to the scanning electron microscope. Similarly, the O signal in Figure S2a is also 

due to oxidation of reaction product of Si wafer and polysulfides electrolyte during the sample transferring 

process. 

Figure S2d-f show the Li 2s, S 2p, and Si 2p XPS spectra of a Si wafer after reaction with polysulfides 

electrolyte. For comparison, the Li 2s and S 2p XPS spectra of polysulfides electrolyte are shown in Figure 

S2g and S2h, and Si 2p XPS spectrum of a bare Si wafer is shown in Figure S2i. Firstly, we compare Figure 

S2d and S2g. The Li 1s peak at 55.9 eV in Figure S2g is assigned to LixSOy, which demonstrates the oxidation 

of polysulfides electrolyte during the sample transferring process [1]. This is consistent with the EDS result in 
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Figure S2c, which demonstrates high O content in the electrolyte. In comparison, the LixSOy peak (blue curve) 

also shows up in the Li 1s spectrum of Si wafer after reaction with polysulfides electrolyte (Figure S2d). Since 

the electrolyte is completely washed away from the wafer before characterization, it is believed that the LixSOy 

in Figure S2d is from the reaction product between the Si wafer and polysulfides, which is consistent with the 

EDS result in Figure S2a. In addition, the peak at 52.9 eV in Figure S2d is assigned to LixSi, indicating that the 

reaction product also contains Li-Si bond [2]. From this comparison, we conclude that the reaction product 

contains both Li-Si and Li-S bonds. Further confirmation comes from the comparison of S 2p spectra for 

reaction product (Figure S2e) and polysulfides electrolyte (Figure S2h). In Figure S2h, the S 2p peak 

(composed of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 due to spin-orbit coupling) at 169.6 eV (green curves) corresponds to LITFSI, and 

the peaks in the range of 166-160 eV are assigned to Li2Sx species in the polysulfides electrolyte [3]. The peak 

at 167.9 eV (magenta curves) may result from the formation of Li2SO3 or Li2SO4, and therefore we assign it to 

LixSOy [1,4,5]. This LixSOy peak indicates the oxidation of polysulfides during the sample transferring process, 

which is consistent with the EDS result in Figure S2c and XPS result in Figure S2g. By comparing Figure S2e 

and S2h, it is observed that the peaks which correspond to LITFSI and Li2Sx disappear in Figure S2e, 

confirming that the polysulfides electrolyte is completely washed away after reaction. On the contrary, a broad 

peak in the range of 172-162 eV is observed and can be deconvoluted to four sub-peaks. As shown in Figure 

S2e, the peak at 168.1 eV (red curves) may belong to -SO3 or -SO4 [1,4,5], and the peak at 165.6 eV (blue 

curves) may belong to -S2O6 [4]. It should be noted that due to the complex oxidation states of the S element, 

and possible effect of Si element on the bonding environment in the reaction product, the 172-162 eV broad 

peak may contain other sub-peaks with low intensity (not shown in the figure), which results in the relatively 

large peak splitting of 2p3/2/2p1/2 doublets in Figure S2e, compared to the LixSOy 2p3/2/2p1/2 doublet in Figure 
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S2h. For these reasons, we assign the 4 sub-peaks in Figure S2e as -SOx. Finally, we have compared Figure S2f 

and S2i. As shown in Figure S2i, the Si 2p peak is composed of 2p3/2 (99.4 eV) and 2p1/2 (100.0 eV) spin-orbit 

components [6]. In contrast, the main peaks in Figure S2f located at 98.8 eV and 99.4 eV are assigned to LixSi 

2p3/2 and 2p1/2 components, respectively [7,8]. In addition, a broad peak centered at 101.5 eV is observed, 

which is assigned to LixSiOy [7,8].The existence of the LixSi and LixSiOy peaks in Figure S2f provides further 

evidence that the reaction product contains Si element, which is consistent with the XPS result in Figure S2d. 

In summary, based on the EDS and XPS analyses, we conclude that the reaction product of Si wafers and 

polysulfides electrolyte is composed of Li, Si, and S.  
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Figure S2 EDS and XPS analyses of the reaction product of Si wafers and polysulfides electrolyte. (a-c) EDS 

spectra of a Si wafer after reaction with polysulfides electrolyte (a), a bare Si wafer (b), and polysulfides 

electrolyte (c). Insets show the SEM images of corresponding regions for collecting the EDS spectra. (d-f) Li 

2s (d), S 2p (e), and Si 2p (f) XPS spectra of a Si wafer after reaction with polysulfides electrolyte. (g,h) Li 2s 

(g) and S 2p (h) XPS spectra of polysulfides electrolyte. (i) Si 2p XPS spectrum of a bare Si wafer. Hollow 
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circles: experimental data; gray lines: background; black lines: overall fit; colored lines: fitted individual 

components.   

 

 

Figure S3 FTIR spectra of Si, Si-N, and Nafion. 

 

Morphology and electrochemical performance of S-C-G 

Figure S4a and S4b show the SEM and TEM images of S-C-G. From Figure S4a and S4b, carbon nanofiber 

and graphene are clearly identified. The small particles are carbon black, and the bright region in SEM (Figure 
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S4a) and the dark region in TEM (Figure S4b) indicate the presence of sulfur. Figure S4c shows the cyclic 

performance of Li-S half cell in the voltage window of 1.7-2.7 V (vs. Li/Li+) at current density of 0.1 C using 

S-C-G as working electrode. Figure S4d shows the charge-discharge curves of Li-S half cell using S-C-G as 

working electrode. The electrolyte is LITFSI electrolyte.  

 

Figure S4 (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of S-C-G. (c) Cyclic performance and (d) Charge-discharge curves of 

S-C-G.  
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Morphology and electrochemical performance of Si-C-N-G 

Figure S5a and S5b show the SEM and TEM images of Si-C-N-G. From the images, it is clear to observe 

that the Si particles are well wrapped with graphene layers. Figure S5c shows the cyclic performance of Li-Si 

half cell in the voltage window of 0.01-2 V (vs. Li/Li+) at current density of 400 mA/g using Si-C-N-G as 

working electrode. Figure S5d shows the charge-discharge curves of Li-Si half cell using Si-C-N-G as working 

electrode. The electrolyte is LITFSI electrolyte. 

 

Figure S5 (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of Si-C-N-G. (c) Cyclic performance and (d) Charge-discharge 
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curves of Si-C-N-G.  

 

Impedance tests of Si-C-G and Si-C-N-G 

To further elucidate the functionality of Nafion, we have conducted impedance measurements on both 

Si-C-G and Si-C-N-G in Li-Si half-cell configuration. The EIS were collected with an AC voltage of 5 mV 

amplitude in the frequency range of 1000 kHz to 10 mHz. Figure S6a shows the Nyquist plots of the cells after 

being rested for 24 hours. Conventionally, a typical Nyquist plot is composed of two semicircles at high 

frequency region and one linear diffusion drift at low frequency region. The high frequency semicircles are 

related to interfacial impedance due to the formation of SEI [9] and interphase electronic contact resistance 

(charge transfer resistance Rct) [10]. However, in Figure S6a, only the semicircle corresponding to Rct is 

observed in the high frequency region (>1 kHz) for both Si-C-G and Si-C-N-G before cycling, which is 

attributed to the negligible formation of SEI layer [11]. The value of Rct can be read from the intercept of the 

semicircle with the Z-real axis. From Figure S6a, it is observed that the Nafion-coated sample (Si-C-N-G) has 

slightly larger Rct than that of the sample without Nafion coating (Si-C-G). It is mainly due to the additional 

resistance from Nafion coating. However, as the Nafion coating is rather thin (Figure 2d), the resistance 

increase is not significant. Figure S6b shows the Nyquist plots of both electrodes after 5 charge-discharge 

cycles (electrodes are at delithiated state for EIS measurements). For Si-C-G electrode, a new semicircle 

appears in the high-frequency region of the Nyquist plot, indicating the formation of thick SEI layer. Moreover, 

the radius of the semicircle corresponding to Rct becomes larger compared with that before cycling, suggesting 

larger charge transfer resistance of the electrode due to poor electric contact between Si-C-G particles [12]. It 

is supposed to result from the increased electric resistance of a thick and insulating SEI layer formed on 
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Si-C-G particle surface. On the contrary, the Si-C-N-G electrode still shows one semicircle and its radius is 

smaller compared with its pristine states before cycling, indicating reduced Rct of the electrode after cycling. 

This is because the Nafion coating on Si in Si-C-N-G electrode can prevent direct formation of SEI on Si 

surface. In addition, the loose structure of Nafion polymer provides 3-dimentional interconnected channels, 

which can significantly facilitate Li+ ion diffusion from electrolyte to Si. In conclusion, Nafion coating not 

only helps to prevent Si (and lithiated Si) from reacting with polysulfides, but also reduces the 

electrode-electrolyte interface resistance, which contributes to good electrochemical performance of the Si-S 

full cell. 

 

Figure S6 Nyquist plots of Si-C-G (red curve) and Si-C-N-G (blue curve) in Li-Si half-cell configuration 

before cycling (a) and after 5 cycles (b). 

 

SEM image and EDS mapping of Si-C-N-G before cycling 

Figure S7 shows the SEM image (a) and EDS mapping of elements Si (b), F (c), C (d), and O (e) of 

Si-C-N-G electrode before cycling. The F element is from Nafion coating on the Si particle. The uniform 
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distribution of F element confirms the uniform coating of Nafion on Si particles.  

 

Figure S7 SEM image (a) and EDS mapping of the elements Si (b), F (c), C (d), and O (e) of Si-C-N-G before 

cycling.  

 

SEM image and EDS mapping of Si-C-N-G after cycling in full-cell configuration for 100 cycles. 

Figure S8 shows the SEM image (a) and EDS mapping of elements Si (b), S (c), F (d), C (e), and O (f) of 

Si-C-N-G electrode after cycling in full-cell configuration for 100 cycles. The Si-C-N-G electrode was 

disassembled at delithiated state and dried in Ar-protected environment for 12 hours before characterization. It 

is challenging to observe detailed microstructure of the particles because the electrode contains a mixture of 

Si-C-N-G, electrolyte, binder, carbon black, and SEI on the surface of particles [13]. The S and F elements 

distribute uniformly across the electrode, which may demonstrate the uniform Nafion coating after cycling. 
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However, as the electrolyte contains both S and F elements and SEI may also contain these two elements, we 

can not conclude that these two elements are solely from Nafion.  

 

Figure S8 SEM image (a) and EDS mapping of the elements Si (b), S (c), F (d), C (e), and O (f) of Si-C-N-G 

after cycling in full-cell configuration for 100 cycles.  
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